The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2012
Olympia Campus First-time, First-years
What do you plan to do after you graduate?
Students were asked in an open‐ended question what they planned to do after graduation. Responses from first‐
time, first‐year students were categorized and are summarized below. The most common responses were:
wanted a job or internship (31.5%), continue their studies (30.8%), unknown (20.3%), and creative endeavors
(12.5%).
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What do you plan to do after you graduate? (categories not mutually exclusive)
First‐time, first‐years (N=305)
N
%
Job or Internship
96
31.5%
Start Business or Self‐Employment
20
6.6%
State or Federal Government
4
1.3%
Non‐Profit Organization
7
2.3%
Further Studies
94
30.8%
Service to the Local, Regional, or Global Community
36
11.8%
Travel
21
6.9%
Creative Endeavors
38
12.5%
Volunteer
1
0.3%
Volunteer for a Public Service Organization
16
5.2%
Live, Be Happy
4
1.3%
Start a Family
3
1.0%
0
0.0%
Improve Life Situation
Move
9
3.0%
Other
32
10.5%
Unknown
62
20.3%
Numbers do not include first‐time, first‐years who did not respond to question.
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The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2012
Olympia Campus First-time, First-years
What do you plan to do after you graduate: Job or Internship
A total of 31.5% of first‐time, first‐year students indicated they wanted to get a job or internship. A total of 6.6%
wanted to start a business or become self‐employed; 1.3% wanted to work for federal or state government, and
2.3% wanted to work for a non‐profit corporation.
What do you plan to do after you graduate: Job or Internship
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Students who indicated they planned to get a job after graduation (categories not mutually exclusive)
First‐time, First‐years (N=124)
N
%
Job or Internship
96
31.5%
Start Business or Self‐Employment
20
6.6%
State or Federal Government
4
1.3%
Non‐Profit Organization
7
2.3%
Numbers include only students who indicated they planned to seek employment after graduation.
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The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2012
Olympia Campus First-time, First-years
The individual comments that were included in each category are detailed below. Some students had comments
that fit within multiple categories and may be listed more than once. Comments have been redacted to protect
individual respondents' identities.
Job or Internship
Work.
Work, something with nature or education.
work with animals
Work or find work that is very closed to what I am pursuing as a student and the field that I am pursuing.
work in the music field
Work in politics
work in my country and help people with the education that i will gain from here
Work as a Software Engineer
Work
travel, get a job.
Travel and work. Hopefully combine the two! My dream job is to do social work in a health clinic in a developing nation.
To get a job as some type of job where I help people overcome past tragedies that stop them from moving forward.
the goal is to have established myself in some sort or internship or any position that will develop my writing, while i can still
peruse my personal battle to get published.
Take up to 2 years traveling. Then getting a job and finding where to live for the rest of my life.
take a gap year between graduation and going to graduate school to live/work/travel in either Israel or Germany.
Step into the career field I love. But at the moment, that is unclear. I'm hoping that my experience at Evergreen will help
change that.
start working
Start using what I learned in school to start my career.
See what is available in the world around me. Hopefully get a job doing what I enjoy doing.
research ecopsychology or lead wilderness trips or both
Pursue further training or a career in the maintenance of the natural world and sustainable living practices, and their
universal promotion and application.
Purse my goal of becoming a author while having a steady job involving writing such as perhaps being a journalist. I am also
interested in pursuing a music career.
Possibly go to grad school, or try to find a job in the field
Plan to find a job in my career choice and possibly start a buissness
It is hard to say because I know so much will change between then and now. I do know that I want to do a lot of traveling,
If possible, go for a Master's Degree. Otherwise I will work towards getting the career of my dreams.
I would like to start using my computer science skills to work my way into a programming or advertising trade association
that will help regulate and improve the use of the internet.
I would like to have a career in Art Therapy
I would like to further my education in school and out. I would look into careers that suit my needs and wants. Be happy,
learn new things, improve and grow, and have fun! :)
I would like to continue working with political organizations I believe in to positively influence and improve upon areas in
society that need progressive change.
I would like to become a history teacher at high school level.
I would ideally like to get a job in my field of study working on conservation and natural restoration in wildlife regions.
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Job or Internship (continued)
I want to return to the Bay Area because I have established a lot of connections with organizations with my interests in music
and social change, and I want to try to get internships for these programs.
I want to continue school, but I do not know where. I want to find a good job and temporarily live somewhere to educate
myself and others and then decide what I'm destined to do.
I plan to work at a job that I enjoy.
i plan to start work at an aquarium and start working my way up the food chain into my career
I plan to go back home to Hawaii and get a job.
I plan to get a job in the field that I get my area of emphasis in and then later on to go to another college and get my master's
degree
I plan to find a job in direction for films.
I plan to do work that i enjoy and have a job that pays for the things I need to live comfortably.
I Plan to begin my career, in whichever field I decide to study, while continuing my education to earn at least a masters
degree.
I plan to be an interpreter or political pundit.
I plan to be a zookeeper, and work with primates.
I plan on using whatever degree and knowledge I have may obtained to improve my mothers accounting business, and or
create my own business
I plan on starting a good career that would enable me to travel and/or start a family. Education is the most important thing
to me right now.
I plan on getting a job I am passionate about that will also support me.
I hope to get a job in the community, helping to grow of establish a rowing club.
I either plan to get a job related to protecting our envrinoment/sustianable living or am going to travel to the east and
become a monk and/or sadhu.
I am unsure which I will do first after I graduate; pursue higher education or begin to establish myself in the career if my
choosing.
I am not really sure. I may work for a few years, travel, or go on to a higher degree. Or maybe all three!
Hopefully land a job with a magazine, radio, or newspaper.
Hopefully get a job that is around a field of study in my interests and that is also fun and supportive financially.
Hopefully get a job as a marine biologist and help the ocean in all aspects.
High school art/Drama teacher & ASB Adviser
go into teaching.
Get accepted into the MiT program at Evergreen and go on to be a kindergarten teacher.
Get a Master's in Library Science and become a librarian
Get a masters degree and a JD and then run for public office, or work for a law firm.
get a job.
Get a job.
Get a job, probably in sociology.
Get a job using my Bachelor's and continue on to get my Master's degree
Get a job in Teaching.
Get a Job in game creation, get a family, get involved in the community.
Get a job I enjoy, but we'll see WHEN that happens.
Get a job doing something I love
Get a job doing something I like to do.
Get a job at a development company
Get a job and start a family.
Get a job
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Job or Internship (continued)
get a job
Further my education and intern in my field of study and prepare for my profession.
Finding a career and/or further education
Find work, and live on my own/start the process of saving money to move.
Find work where I can, write when I can.
Find work and/or travel abroad.
Find a way to make (some) money while balancing my interests in
environmental science, education, art and travel.
find a job i can work out doors while i can still skateboard and go to graduate school after that.
Farm
Either full time job, or move to Europe, whichever is most feasible.
Either continue on to a graduate school or pursue work in an animation or video game studio.
Depending on a variety of events, I will either join AmeriCorps, go to Japan/Ireland/England or begin looking for a job and
place to live.
cotinue on with my education and go to graduate school so i can be better prepared for my future career as a forensic
Continue on my journey with the skills and training i've achieved at Evergreen. Hopefully get a meaningful job that i love.
Become an artist for the gaming industry, eventually I would like to design my own video games featuring my own art
direction. I've always thought of video games as a living virtual gallery.
Become a teacher, perhaps bum around the countryside with my newfound friends, play lots of music.
Become a teacher
Become a history teacher, and a revolutionary in my spare time =PP
Become a counselor for at risk youth in my community.
become a conservation officer and work to stop harmful acts to the enviroment such as seal clubbing, poaching, and
polluting factories that harm air and water quality
Become a book editor.
Be a teacher or psychologist. I would also enjoy a career in the arts but I'm unsure if I have the skill for it.
Be a lawyer after law school
Attend Universitat de Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona, Spain to earn my MBA as well as working as a photojournalist.
At the moment I would like to find work with birds
After I gain my Bachelor's degree through Evergreen, I will pursue a Master's in Counseling degree elsewhere and start the
process of becoming a Licensed Mental Health Counselor. I will hopefully begin professionally blogging at some point
regarding psych [message truncated]
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Start Business or Self‐Employment
Use my degree to educate children that they are powerful, valuable, capable, beautiful beings by means of teaching skills
with manual components, i.e. gardening/drawing/writing. Oh, and starting/working on a sustainable farm community
growing industrial [message truncated]
travel, start organic farm
To start and run my own business
start by own businesses and have my own organic farm.
Start an organic tea farm
Start a business in interior design for sustainable living using reclaimed or recycled material and responsibly managed or
sustainable resources.
Run my own Education Exchange Non‐profit Organization that i have been working for during High School.
Probably return to my home city (Minneapolis) and enter the work force. I would like to be self‐employed.
Plan to find a job in my career choice and possibly start a buissness
Open a recording studio/music store.
Not sure. maybe open a Board shop with my friends
Might just own my own farm
Maybe Start A business
I'd like to be a spokesperson for the earth, whether I work with a nonprofit or in politics, or perhaps starting a charter school
which promoted sustainability and political passion in the educations of young kids.
I plan to start up a video game design company.
I plan to become a lawyer in a law firm than branch off and open my own law firm
I plan on using whatever degree and knowledge I have may obtained to improve my mothers accounting business, and or
create my own business
Become a farmer, own and run an organic farm
After graduating I plan to go on and open a franchise bakery. If my interests in business shift while at Evergeen then I plan to
focus more on film and possibly pursue higher education in the field on the East Coast.
A self sustaining commune
State or Federal Government
Join the Air Force to become a flight surgeon and/or attend graduate school to earn my MD.
I plan to find a way to work in national parks any way i can.
Eventually I plan to work for the Department of State as a forign service officer in management, however right after college I
would like to travel and maybe do P.C. and after that maybe work in DC.
Become a zoologist and work for the government!
Non‐Profit Corporation
Wow thats a hard question, at this point who knows what I'll do but at this point I am heading down a path towards
midwifery with the idea that I could use midwifery in the doctors without borders program and later as my own practice near
home
Work in Americorps, then go on to Graduate School, then work as an international teacher.
Work for a citizen movement or non‐profit organisation.
work abroad with grassroot organizations, non profit organizations focused on the empowerment and growth of local
communities (primarily in African countries and Italy)
Run my own Education Exchange Non‐profit Organization that i have been working for during High School.
I plan to join Art Core and hopefully get into non‐profit art organizations and art activism.
Hopefully work for a non‐profit organization and heworlp less fortunate people around the world.
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Further Studies
Work in Americorps, then go on to Graduate School, then work as an international teacher.
travel, or grad school of some sort
Transfer to UW to continue education.
transfer to a college that offers law. possibly La Verne
To attend a Medical School and earn my Doctorate Degree.
Take a year of travel, then go to graduate school in Seattle
Pursue further training or a career in the maintenance of the natural world and sustainable living practices, and their
universal promotion and application.
pursue a masters degree
Proceed to graduate school for Biomedical Engineering for developing Neuroprosthetics
Possibly go to grad school, or try to find a job in the field
Peace Corp, Teach English for a year in a foreign country, or begin working and go off to graduate school
Not sure, possibly Peace Corps or other similar embarkation
My plans, I have recently realized I have not made yet. I know that I would only be happy in a career that involves people and
My current plan is to transfer to the University of Washington to work towards a higher degree.
Maybe graduate school it depends how I feel in four years. Otherwise work in politics for a while then go to teaching.
Join the Peace Corp. Then continue my education.
Join the Air Force to become a flight surgeon and/or attend graduate school to earn my MD.
I'm not totally sure. Continue and get a Master's Degree, possibly.
If possible, go for a Master's Degree. Otherwise I will work towards getting the career of my dreams.
I would like to go to another school to continue my education and then hopefully be a world traveler and write based on my
travels.
I would like to further my education in school and out. I would look into careers that suit my needs and wants. Be happy,
learn new things, improve and grow, and have fun! :)
I want to go into the assistant directors training program or start creating independent films for the film festivals.
I want to continue school, but I do not know where. I want to find a good job and temporarily live somewhere to educate
I plan to use my skills in either a program, like the Peace Corps, or on my own to create needed progress in communities.
Also, I would like to work for NPR.
I plan to participate in Evergreen strong Peace Corp program, hopefully give me some time before Graduate school.
I plan to join the Peace Corps after I graduate from college. After I finish the Peace Corps I will most likely get my masters
(hopefully in psychology).
I plan to go to The University of Washington to become a pediatrician, and then get a job wherever I can.
I plan to go to the Center for Cartoon Studies to get a Masters degree, and then see what my options are, right now I'm
thinking about being a middle school art teacher.
I plan to go to graduate school and get a PhD.
I plan to get a Master's degree in entomology at the University of California in Davis after I graduate Evergreen.
I plan to get a master's degree in business.
I plan to get a Master's Degree
I plan to get a job in the field that I get my area of emphasis in and then later on to go to another college and get my master's
I plan to either travel for a long period of time or too go on to pursue a Masters Degree
I Plan to begin my career, in whichever field I decide to study, while continuing my education to earn at least a masters
I plan to become a lawyer in a law firm than branch off and open my own law firm
I plan to attend the University of La Verne to earn my Master's Degree in Science. After that, I want to attend medical school
I plan on‐going to medical school.
I plan on going to a college, I am not sure where, to get my Masters and then hopefully to Stanford for my Ph.D.
I plan on enrolling in the Masters in Teaching program at Evergreen.
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Further Studies (continued)
I plan on doing post‐graduate studies from Evergreen or elsewhere (depending on the outcome of my undergrad studies) in
a specific area of unexplored psychological or conscious science.
I intend to use my degree as a tool in the Peace Corps for at least a year. From there, I want to continue my studies with my
new experiences and education grant.
I don't know, yet. I don't even know what I plan to do in college. I'm thinking I'll do graduate programs in California or
something.
I am unsure which I will do first after I graduate; pursue higher education or begin to establish myself in the career if my
choosing.
I am not really sure. I may work for a few years, travel, or go on to a higher degree. Or maybe all three!
Graduate Program Psychology
grad school
Go to school for a masters degree in Environmental Engineering
Go to law school at University of Michigan
Go to graduate school.
Go to graduate school and/or try to start a career in music.
Go to graduate school
go to graduate school
Go to graduate ahool
go straight into med school
Go onto graduate school.
Go on to study entertainment design.
Go on to graduate school
Go back to school.
Get my Masters from St. Martin's.
Get accepted into the MiT program at Evergreen and go on to be a kindergarten teacher.
Get a Master's in Library Science and become a librarian
Get a masters degree and a JD and then run for public office, or work for a law firm.
Get a job using my Bachelor's and continue on to get my Master's degree
Further my education and intern in my field of study and prepare for my profession.
Further my education (graduate school)
Finding a career and/or further education
find a job i can work out doors while i can still skateboard and go to graduate school after that.
Eventually I plan to work for the Department of State as a forign service officer in management, however right after college I
Enroll in a PT (physical therapy) school for graduates.
Either Graduate School, or the Peace Corps.
Either go to graduate school or start my life doing sonething I love .
Either continue on to a graduate school or pursue work in an animation or video game studio.
Either continue education or find work as a professor.
Culinary School
cotinue on with my education and go to graduate school so i can be better prepared for my future career as a forensic
Continue to study Psychology
Continue on my journey with the skills and training i've achieved at Evergreen. Hopefully get a meaningful job that i love.
Continue my studies in computer sciences at UW
Continue my schooling at a technical university such as Rensselaer, or MIT.
Continue my education.
Continue my education towards a science‐based job.
Be a lawyer after law school
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Further Studies (continued)
Attend Universitat de Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona, Spain to earn my MBA as well as working as a photojournalist.
Attend medical school and study to become and obstetrician/gynecologist.
Attend graduate school
Attend another school to earn my doctorate, then become a Art proffessor
Apply for a phd graduate program at UW.
After receiving a BA I plan to attend Evergreen again to obtain a MPA.
After I graduate with a Bachelor's from Evergreen, I'm probably going to get a Master's in Library Science at another school.
Career‐wise, I hope to become a novelist, but I don't have to wait until I graduate for that.
After I graduate from Evergreen I plan to transfer to graduate school and continue to expand my education in psychology. I
then hope to become a counselor and help people to grow and enhance themselves.
After I gain my Bachelor's degree through Evergreen, I will pursue a Master's in Counseling degree elsewhere and start the
process of becoming a Licensed Mental Health Counselor. I will hopefully begin professionally blogging at some point
regarding psych
After graduating, I plan to become an ESL teacher in Japan.
After graduating I plan to go on and open a franchise bakery. If my interests in business shift while at Evergeen then I plan to
focus more on film and possibly pursue higher education in the field on the East Coast.
Service to Local, Regional, or Global Community
Wow thats a hard question, at this point who knows what I'll do but at this point I am heading down a path towards
midwifery with the idea that I could use midwifery in the doctors without borders program and later as my own practice near
home
Work in Americorps, then go on to Graduate School, then work as an international teacher.
Work for a citizen movement or non‐profit organisation.
work abroad with grassroot organizations, non profit organizations focused on the empowerment and growth of local
communities (primarily in African countries and Italy)
try to get a job that involves teaching, doing, or participating in the arts.
Travel to underdeveloped countries and help create sustainable farms.
Travel and work. Hopefully combine the two! My dream job is to do social work in a health clinic in a developing nation.
To get a job as some type of job where I help people overcome past tragedies that stop them from moving forward.
Research science/Environmental education
Pursue further training or a career in the maintenance of the natural world and sustainable living practices, and their
universal promotion and application.
Possibly take a couple years off and do volunteer work overseas or volunteer in outdoor education or child and youth
services
LGBTQ therapist.
join the peace corps
Join the Peace Corps
Join the Peace Corp. Then continue my education.
I'd like to go into anime production, but I'm not sure if I'll stay here or look for opportunities in Japan.
I'd like to be a spokesperson for the earth, whether I work with a nonprofit or in politics, or perhaps starting a charter school
which promoted sustainability and political passion in the educations of young kids.
I would like to work in developing communities that are sustainable and unified in finding a balance between scientific and
spiritual understanding and involvement in the world.
I would like to continue working with political organizations I believe in to positively influence and improve upon areas in
society that need progressive change.
I want to help this country in the transition to a clean, green and environmentally friendly nation. I want to bring equality of
power and resources and do it in a way that is fair, sustainable and peaceful way. Combustion engine, no more. Corporations
ex [message truncated]
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Service to Local, Regional, or Global Community (continued)
I plan to use my skills in either a program, like the Peace Corps, or on my own to create needed progress in communities.
Also, I would like to work for NPR.
I plan to participate in Evergreen strong Peace Corp program, hopefully give me some time before Graduate school.
I plan to move to California, or Florida, and become an Elementary School teacher. To also teach sign language to younger
I plan to join the Peace Corps after I graduate from college. After I finish the Peace Corps I will most likely get my masters
(hopefully in psychology).
I plan to go on a peace core mission. After that I would like to move to my great grandfathers farm in central Mexico and
reopen the abandoned school house there. Then after that I dream of joining Cubas Board of Agriculture
I plan on joining Peace Corps
I have done volunteer work in South America before and i'm exploring the options, the Peace Core sounds like an option,
nothing concrete
Help people with disability in other countrys
Have a career concerning the public interest (either through a private organization or through government).
Find and avenue to affect social change or create one.
Either Graduate School, or the Peace Corps.
Depending on a variety of events, I will either join AmeriCorps, go to Japan/Ireland/England or begin looking for a job and
place to live.
Become a counselor for at risk youth in my community.
become a conservation officer and work to stop harmful acts to the enviroment such as seal clubbing, poaching, and
polluting factories that harm air and water quality
Be a music therapist or a Unitarian chaplain
After I graduate from Evergreen I plan to transfer to graduate school and continue to expand my education in psychology. I
then hope to become a counselor and help people to grow and enhance themselves.
Travel
travel, start organic farm
travel, or grad school of some sort
travel, get a job.
Travel, farm
Travel to underdeveloped countries and help create sustainable farms.
Travel to New York or Los Angeles to pursue my dreams of becoming a filmmaker.
Travel and work. Hopefully combine the two! My dream job is to do social work in a health clinic in a developing nation.
Travel abroad to various countries in order to experience many cultures and different ways of life.
Travel
Take up to 2 years traveling. Then getting a job and finding where to live for the rest of my life.
Take a year of travel, then go to graduate school in Seattle
take a gap year between graduation and going to graduate school to live/work/travel in either Israel or Germany.
No idea ‐ maybe volunteer work or travel
My initial plan after graduating was to go abroad in hopes of my knowledge of the vast cultures and societies that exist
outside of the American boarders , but I also have a great passion for the editorial process and would like to try my hand at
working
It is hard to say because I know so much will change between then and now. I do know that I want to do a lot of traveling,
maybe some interns, and continue to learn through experience. I hope to further my interests in the natural and
homeopathic fields o [message truncated]
I would like to go to another school to continue my education and then hopefully be a world traveler and write based on my
travels.
I plan to either travel for a long period of time or too go on to pursue a Masters Degree
I plan on starting a good career that would enable me to travel and/or start a family. Education is the most important thing
I am not really sure. I may work for a few years, travel, or go on to a higher degree. Or maybe all three!
Find work and/or travel abroad.
Find a way to make (some) money while balancing my interests in environmental science, education, art and travel.
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Creative Endeavors
work in the music field
Use my degree to educate children that they are powerful, valuable, capable, beautiful beings by means of teaching skills
with manual components, i.e. gardening/drawing/writing. Oh, and starting/working on a sustainable farm community
growing industrial [message truncated]
try to get a job that involves teaching, doing, or participating in the arts.
Travel to New York or Los Angeles to pursue my dreams of becoming a filmmaker.
the goal is to have established myself in some sort or internship or any position that will develop my writing, while i can still
peruse my personal battle to get published.
Sommelier, Children's book author/illustrator [break] Write for television, run for president, star on Broadway, travel the
world, design clothing, write, grow my hair out, tell people how to eat, dress, socialize & BE.
Purse my goal of becoming a author while having a steady job involving writing such as perhaps being a journalist. I am also
interested in pursuing a music career.
Open a recording studio/music store.
move to a major city (probably Seattle or Portland). and attempt to work in comics both making and selling.
make documentaries.
I'd like to go into anime production, but I'm not sure if I'll stay here or look for opportunities in Japan.
I would like to have a career in Art Therapy
I want to return to the Bay Area because I have established a lot of connections with organizations with my interests in music
and social change, and I want to try to get internships for these programs.
I want to go into the assistant directors training program or start creating independent films for the film festivals.
i want to do something (not sure what yet) with animals and i would also like to work with my art.
I plan to start up a video game design company.
I plan to pursue musical theatre in the Seattle area and possibly abroad.
I plan to pursue a career using visual art(s) skills.
I plan to join Art Core and hopefully get into non‐profit art organizations and art activism.
I plan to find a job in direction for films.
I am still unsure, but I would like to do something in the Arts.
Hopefully play in a band and make/perform our music for a living.
Go to graduate school and/or try to start a career in music.
Find work where I can, write when I can.
environmentally friendly art
Either continue on to a graduate school or pursue work in an animation or video game studio.
create
Become an artist for the gaming industry, eventually I would like to design my own video games featuring my own art
direction. I've always thought of video games as a living virtual gallery.
Become a young adult fiction author, or a play write.
Become a teacher, perhaps bum around the countryside with my newfound friends, play lots of music.
Become a book editor.
Be a teacher or psychologist. I would also enjoy a career in the arts but I'm unsure if I have the skill for it.
Be a music therapist or a Unitarian chaplain
Attend Universitat de Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona, Spain to earn my MBA as well as working as a photojournalist.
Attend another school to earn my doctorate, then become a Art proffessor
After I graduate with a Bachelor's from Evergreen, I'm probably going to get a Master's in Library Science at another school.
Career‐wise, I hope to become a novelist, but I don't have to wait until I graduate for that.
After I graduate from Evergreen I plan on becoming a very successful writer. I also want to live somewhere in the mountains,
preferably in Canada, where I will jack my own lumber and plant new trees to replace the old ones. This is my goal for the
long ru [message truncated]
After graduating I plan to go on and open a franchise bakery. If my interests in business shift while at Evergeen then I plan to
focus more on film and possibly pursue higher education in the field on the East Coast.
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Volunteer
No idea ‐ maybe volunteer work or travel
Volunteer for a Public Service Organization
Wow thats a hard question, at this point who knows what I'll do but at this point I am heading down a path towards
midwifery with the idea that I could use midwifery in the doctors without borders program and later as my own practice near
home
Possibly take a couple years off and do volunteer work overseas or volunteer in outdoor education or child and youth
services
Peace Corps (possibly)
Peace Corp, Teach English for a year in a foreign country, or begin working and go off to graduate school
Not sure, possibly Peace Corps or other similar embarkation
join the peace corps
Join the Peace Corps
Join the Peace Corp. Then continue my education.
I plan to participate in Evergreen strong Peace Corp program, hopefully give me some time before Graduate school.
I plan to join the Peace Corps after I graduate from college. After I finish the Peace Corps I will most likely get my masters
(hopefully in psychology).
I plan to go on a peace core mission. After that I would like to move to my great grandfathers farm in central Mexico and
reopen the abandoned school house there. Then after that I dream of joining Cubas Board of Agriculture
I plan on joining Peace Corps
I intend to use my degree as a tool in the Peace Corps for at least a year. From there, I want to continue my studies with my
new experiences and education grant.
I have done volunteer work in South America before and i'm exploring the options, the Peace Core sounds like an option,
nothing concrete
Either Graduate School, or the Peace Corps.
Depending on a variety of events, I will either join AmeriCorps, go to Japan/Ireland/England or begin looking for a job and
place to live.
Live, Be Happy
Live.
Live happy!
I would like to further my education in school and out. I would look into careers that suit my needs and wants. Be happy,
learn new things, improve and grow, and have fun! :)
Be happy hopefully.
Start a family
I plan on starting a good career that would enable me to travel and/or start a family. Education is the most important thing
to me right now.
Get a Job in game creation, get a family, get involved in the community.
Get a job and start a family.
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Move
Probably return to my home city (Minneapolis) and enter the work force. I would like to be self‐employed.
Move to New York City
move to a major city (probably Seattle or Portland). and attempt to work in comics both making and selling.
I want to return to the Bay Area because I have established a lot of connections with organizations with my interests in music
and social change, and I want to try to get internships for these programs.
I want to help this country in the transition to a clean, green and environmentally friendly nation. I want to bring equality of
power and resources and do it in a way that is fair, sustainable and peaceful way. Combustion engine, no more. Corporations
ex [message truncated]
I plan to go back home to Hawaii and get a job.
Either full time job, or move to Europe, whichever is most feasible.
Depending on a variety of events, I will either join AmeriCorps, go to Japan/Ireland/England or begin looking for a job and
place to live.
After I graduate from Evergreen I plan on becoming a very successful writer. I also want to live somewhere in the mountains,
preferably in Canada, where I will jack my own lumber and plant new trees to replace the old ones. This is my goal for the
long ru [message truncated]
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Other
Work for a citizen movement or non‐profit organisation.
Travel, farm
Stay off the Streets.
Sommelier, Children's book author/illustrator [break] Write for television, run for president, star on Broadway, travel the
world, design clothing, write, grow my hair out, tell people how to eat, dress, socialize & BE.
Something Important.
self‐sufficient plot of land.
Rock the world
My initial plan after graduating was to go abroad in hopes of my knowledge of the vast cultures and societies that exist
outside of the American boarders , but I also have a great passion for the editorial process and would like to try my hand at
working
Marine Biologist
influence education policy
I'm really not sure yet, but hopefully some form of meaningful organizing/activism work.
I'd like to go into anime production, but I'm not sure if I'll stay here or look for opportunities in Japan.
I would like to start using my computer science skills to work my way into a programming or advertising trade association
that will help regulate and improve the use of the internet.
I want to help this country in the transition to a clean, green and environmentally friendly nation. I want to bring equality of
power and resources and do it in a way that is fair, sustainable and peaceful way. Combustion engine, no more. Corporations
ex [message truncated]
i want to do something (not sure what yet) with animals and i would also like to work with my art.
I plan to use my skills in either a program, like the Peace Corps, or on my own to create needed progress in communities.
Also, I would like to work for NPR.
I plan to so stunt work for action movies.
I plan to move to California, or Florida, and become an Elementary School teacher. To also teach sign language to younger
children.
i plan to inform the common public of the current issues with our environment while making it relative to them
I plan to grovel for research grants
I plan to go on a peace core mission. After that I would like to move to my great grandfathers farm in central Mexico and
reopen the abandoned school house there. Then after that I dream of joining Cubas Board of Agriculture
I plan to feel a sense of direction towards fulfillment.
Healthcare
Follow my feet where they take me
Find and avenue to affect social change or create one.
Everything available to me!
Everything
Eventually die.
Conserve the environment
Change the world
Become the President of these United States of America
Become a zoologist and work for the government!
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Unknown
Whatever happens, happens and as long as it's good I'm up for just about any opportunity
We'll just have to see.
Unsure.
Unsure at this point
Unsure
Unsure
Unsure
Undecided‐‐hope to develop an idea at Evergreen.
undecided
Undecided
Pursue whatever inspires me. Hopefully I will have found a passion I can follow as a career.
possibly teach, maybe farm, i'm not sure yet! i want to stay on the west coast, though.
not sure..
Not sure. maybe open a Board shop with my friends
not sure, but whatever I do, I want it to be international.
Not sure yet
Not sure yet
not sure yet
Not sure
Not sure
not sure
Not sure
Not sure
No Idea!
No idea ‐ maybe volunteer work or travel
no idea
No idea
My plans, I have recently realized I have not made yet. I know that I would only be happy in a career that involves people and
I may also want to continue schooling, but I have not made a decision yet and am not concerned.
Many things.
I'm unsure
I'm really not sure yet, but hopefully some form of meaningful organizing/activism work.
I'm not totally sure. Continue and get a Master's Degree, possibly.
I'm not sure.
I'm not sure, but I know I want to make a difference in my community either by improving the environment or helping
people through pschology.
I'll let you know when I figure that out
I have yet to determine this and hope that the programs with in Evergreen will get me there.
I have no plan
I have no particular plans at the moment.
I have no idea. I'm hoping to find out somewhere along the way.
I have no idea.
I have no idea.
I have no idea
I have completly no idea.
I have absolutely no idea and that's the way I like it.
I don't know, yet. I don't even know what I plan to do in college. I'm thinking I'll do graduate programs in California or
something.
I don't know what I'd like to do yet, I will let God lead the way and open the doors as I approach graduation in four years.
I don't know
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Unknown (continued)
I cannot see that far. I take wherever the trail takes me. I try not to put expectations on what this life will bring...but
hopefully, I will be creating something that feels true. Oh jeez, I am a Greener, aren't I...
I am unsure.
I am unsure which I will do first after I graduate; pursue higher education or begin to establish myself in the career if my
choosing.
i am torn between a couple of different things. What my plan is to take a couple of random courses, that seem interesting
and see what i really grab onto and like, then work on what i want to do from there. so i am really quite undecided.
I am still unsure, but I would like to do something in the Arts.
I am not sure yet, but I would like to work in sexual education, or become a therapist.
I am not sure yet! I will want to be working and doing something that i am truly passionate for.
I am not completely sure. I will either become a scientist or science teacher. If all else fails I will become a studio artist.
Good question. I wll see when I get there.
First, let's graduate. Then we'll figure this one out.
At this moment, I have no plans following graduation from Evergreen.
As of now I am unsure, it depends where my field of study takes me.
After I graduate I plan to have some direction as to what I would like to do next, and hopefully the skills to make that
direction into a career.
After I graduate I am unsure of what I would like to do, but I think I want to do something in the science field.
?
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